1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The standard Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN) is known to provide efficient, low power and optimized wireless link between implantable and/or wearable devices for continuous and real time physiological signal monitoring [@b0005], [@b0010]. In particular WBAN wearable devices can be used to wirelessly monitor Coronavirus patients without exposing medical staff to the virus, therefore limiting the spread of the virus within the hospital.

The Ultra-wideband (UWB) offers robust performance for WBAN with low complexity transmitter and ultra low power operation. The UWB power spectral density emission limit of --41.3 dBm/MHz provide safe power levels for the human body [@b0015], [@b0020], [@b0025]. The wireless sensor node should be able to operate until ten years under battery energy supply. Passive mixer-based UWB transmitter allows high performance and low power wearable devices implementation, therefore increasing battery life. Unlike passive mixers for receivers, there are only a few works that deal with passive mixers for UWB transmitters. Active mixers have the advantage of having high conversion gain and good baseband-RF ports isolation. Various circuit techniques have been proposed to increase the conversion gain and improve the linearity of active mixers over a wide bandwidth [@b0030], [@b0035].

On the other hand, passive mixers have the following performances which do not exist in active mixers [@b0040], [@b0045], [@b0050], [@b0055]: extremely low power consumption because passive mixer dissipates no DC power, robust linearity, good noise figure performance, the passive mixer-based transmitter occupies a very small chip area, better LO-RF and LO-baseband ports isolation performance [@b0060].

The 50% duty cycle CMOS up-conversion mixer in [@b0065] is based on a chain of switched CMOS inverters for 2.45 GHz and 400 MHz bands. The circuit has similarities with the H-Bridge ring mixer. The up-conversion mixer achieves a conversion gain of −5dB and consumes 23.1mW from 3.3 V supply voltage. In [@b0070] authors studied and analyzed conversion gain and noise performances of 25% duty-cycle passive mixer for IQ direct-conversion transmitters. They made Linear Time Variant (LTV) as well as Linear Time Invariant (LTI) analysis to derive the input/output transfer functions at LO and its harmonics. The transmitter proposed in [@b0075] employs a pseudo double-balanced up-conversion passive mixer with more than 22 dB LO leakage rejection. The power consumption is 14.4mW under 1.2 V supply.

The double-balanced IQ passive mixers with 50% duty cycle are widely used in receivers as down converter [@b0045]. To be able to use this structure in transmitter as up-converter it is necessary to use a duty cycle less than or equal to 25%. Indeed for a duty cycle of 50% the two channels I and Q on the RF sides cannot be shorted together because at any given instant there is a switch from I channel and another from Q channel at the ON state. On the other hand, for a duty cycle less than or equal to 25% there is a single switch in the ON state which eliminates any possible interaction between I and Q channels.

In this paper we present an analysis of a 25% duty cycle up-conversion passive mixer intended to be used in UWB transmitter for WBAN applications.

[Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} presents transmitter block diagram, modeling details of the 25% duty-cycle up-conversion passive mixer and derives the LTI equivalent circuit. A comparative study between LTI equivalent circuit accounting for harmonics and the LTV up-conversion passive mixer is carried out in [Section 3](#s0045){ref-type="sec"}. Implication of LTI equivalent circuit for design of passive mixer-based transmitter is discussed in [Section 4](#s0065){ref-type="sec"}. [Section 5](#s0070){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper.

2. Modeling of the 25% duty-cycle up-conversion passive mixer {#s0010}
=============================================================

The proposed transmitter block diagram front-end is shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} . The differential baseband (BB) analog signal from the DAC is first filtered with a Low Pass Filter (LPF) to remove image components and quantization noise. The filtered baseband signal are up-converted to UWB RF using a differential double-balanced up-conversion passive mixer. The differential output UWB RF signal is buffered with a high input impedance buffer then converted to single ended signal. The output signal of the driver is typically amplified by a power amplifier (PA). Differential double balanced up-conversion passive mixer can eliminate BB and LO feed through. Voltage mode passive mixer operation was adopted because designing of a voltage buffer is simpler than the current buffer at UWB RF frequency. Current-mode passive mixer is typically used in receivers [@b0070].Fig. 1Block diagram of transmitter front-end.

[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} depicts the proposed differential double balanced up-conversion passive mixer with 25% LO duty cycle. Transistor switches are biased at *V~p~* via the load resistors *R~RF~*. *C~RF~* is the input impedance seen from the buffer. The series capacitors (*C~bb~*) isolate the DC bias of the LPF and the mixer. *R~lpf~* is the LPF output resistance. In the following sections we will study and analyze in time domain the proposed time-variant up-conversion mixer circuit.Fig. 2Differential double balanced up-conversion passive mixer with 25% LO duty cycle.

2.1. RF voltages {#s0015}
----------------

To analyze the differential double balanced up-conversion passive mixer we begin by presenting its basic operation in the time domain. We assume that the switches are ideal, except that they have non zero ON resistance R~on~. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the proposed half circuit used to analyze the up-conversion passive mixer. C~par~ models the input parasitic capacitor of the NMOS switch. The parasitic capacitors of the switches can be lumped into the baseband impedance. These capacitors are ignored in the following analysis.Fig. 3Equivalent half circuit for Channel I of the up-conversion passive mixer.

The differential baseband input voltage from LPF, V~bb~(t) is given by:$$V_{\mathit{bb}}{(t)} = V_{\mathit{Mbb}}cos{(\omega_{\mathit{bb}}t + \varphi)}$$where $\omega_{\mathit{bb}} = \omega_{\mathit{RF}} - \omega_{\mathit{LO}}$, ($\omega_{bb} \ll \omega_{LO})$ and $V_{\mathit{Mbb}}$ is the magnitude. Let us define the following periodic functions corresponding to the four LOs.$$S_{1}\left( t \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{1\mspace{900mu} if\mspace{900mu} kT_{LO} \leq t \leq \left( {k + 1/4} \right)T_{LO};k \in Z} \\
{0\mspace{900mu} if\mspace{900mu}\left( {k + 1/4} \right)T_{LO} < t < \left( {k + 1} \right)T_{LO}} \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$ $$S_{2}\left( t \right) = S_{1}\left( {t - T_{LO}/2} \right)$$ $$S_{3}\left( t \right) = S_{1}\left( {t - T_{\mathit{LO}}/4} \right)$$ $$S_{4}\left( t \right) = S_{1}\left( {t - {3T}_{\mathit{LO}}/4} \right)$$

The output voltage $V_{R1}\left( t \right)$ shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} is given by:

$V_{R1}\left( t \right) = V_{M}cos{(\omega_{\mathit{RF}}t + \varphi)}$ when $S_{1}\left( t \right)$ = 1 and $V_{R1}\left( t \right) = - V_{M}cos{(\omega_{\mathit{RF}}t + \varphi)}$ when $S_{2}\left( t \right)$ = 1.

$V_{R1}\left( t \right) = - V_{M}sin{(\omega_{\mathit{RF}}t + \varphi)}$ when $S_{3}\left( t \right)$ = 1 and $V_{R1}\left( t \right) = V_{M}sin{(\omega_{\mathit{RF}}t + \varphi)}$ when $S_{4}\left( t \right)$ = 1. In the ON phases, the charge flow *Qc* into RF capacitor *C~RF~* during $\frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{4}$ can be written as:$$Q_{ch} = \int_{0}^{\frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{4}}\frac{\frac{V_{\mathit{bb}}}{2} - V_{R1}}{Z_{\mathit{bb}}}dt = \frac{\frac{V_{\mathit{Mbb}}}{2}\frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{4} - V_{M}\frac{T_{\mathit{RF}}}{\pi\sqrt{2}}}{Z_{\mathit{bb}}}cos\varphi$$where $T_{\mathit{RF}} = \frac{2\pi}{\omega_{\mathit{RF}}}$ and $Z_{\mathit{bb}} = R_{\mathit{lpf}} + R_{\mathit{on}} + \frac{1}{jC_{\mathit{bb}}\omega_{\mathit{bb}}}$. In the OFF phases the capacitor C~RF~ discharges through R~RF~ and the voltage $V_{R1}\left( t \right)$ is given by:$$V_{R1}\left( t \right) = V_{M}.\exp\left( {- t/R_{\mathit{RF}}C_{\mathit{RF}}} \right) \approx V_{M}.\left( {1 - t/R_{\mathit{RF}}C_{\mathit{RF}}} \right),\frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{4} < < R_{\mathit{RF}}C_{\mathit{RF}}$$and the discharge of *C~RF~* through *R~RF~* correspond to equation [(8)](#e0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$Q_{\mathit{dis}} = \int_{0}^{\frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{4}}\frac{V_{M}}{R_{\mathit{RF}}}\left( {1 - t/R_{\mathit{RF}}C_{\mathit{RF}}} \right)dt = \frac{V_{M}}{R_{\mathit{RF}}}\frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{4}\left( {1 - \frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{8R_{\mathit{RF}}C_{\mathit{RF}}}} \right)$$

Conservation of charge implies $Q_{ch} = Q_{\mathit{dis}}$ from which *V~M~* can be computed by:$$V_{M} = \frac{R_{\mathit{RF}}}{{2\left( {1 - \frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{8R_{\mathit{RF}}C_{\mathit{RF}}}} \right)Z_{\mathit{bb}} + \frac{8}{\sqrt{2}\pi}\frac{T_{\mathit{RF}}}{T_{\mathit{LO}}}R}_{\mathit{RF}}cos\varphi}V_{\mathit{Mbb}}cos\varphi$$

2.2. Down-converted voltage $\mathbf{V}_{\mathbf{d}}\left( \mathbf{t} \right)$ for the up-conversion passive mixer {#s0020}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Up-conversion passives mixers simultaneously down-converts the RF signals to baseband and up-converts those to RF (transparency property) as reported in [@b0055]. Since the LO phases are not overlapping in time, the down-converted voltage $V_{d}\left( t \right)$ can be written as [(10)](#e0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$V_{d}\left( t \right) = 4V_{M}cos{(\omega_{\mathit{RF}}t + \varphi)}.\left( {S_{1}\left( t \right) - S_{2}\left( t \right)} \right) + 4V_{M}sin{(\omega_{\mathit{RF}}t + \varphi)}.\left( {S_{3}\left( t \right) - S_{4}\left( t \right)} \right)$$

LO signals can be represented by their Fourier Series.$$S_{1}\left( t \right) = \sum\limits_{n = - \infty}^{n = + \infty}c_{n}e^{({jn\omega_{\mathit{LO}}t})}$$ $$S_{2}\left( t \right) = \sum\limits_{n = - \infty}^{n = + \infty}({- 1)}^{n}c_{n}e^{({jn\omega_{\mathit{LO}}t})}$$ $$S_{3}\left( t \right) = \sum\limits_{n = - \infty}^{n = + \infty}{e^{({- jn\frac{\pi}{2}})}c}_{n}e^{({jn\omega_{\mathit{LO}}t})}$$ $$S_{4}\left( t \right) = \sum\limits_{n = - \infty}^{n = + \infty}e^{({jn\frac{\pi}{2}})}c_{n}e^{({jn\omega_{\mathit{LO}}t})}$$ $$c_{n} = \frac{1}{T_{\mathit{LO}}}\int_{- \frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{2}}^{\frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{2}}S_{1}\left( t \right)e^{({- jn\omega_{\mathit{LO}}t})}dt = \frac{1}{T_{\mathit{LO}}}\int_{0}^{\frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{4}}e^{({- jn\omega_{\mathit{LO}}t})}dt = \left( \frac{1}{4} \right)sinc{(\frac{n\pi}{4})}e^{( - \frac{jn\pi}{4})}$$

Then we can derive $V_{d}\left( t \right)$ [(16)](#e0080){ref-type="disp-formula"}. For $n = \mp 1$, the voltage $V_{d}\left( t \right)$ is given by [(17)](#e0085){ref-type="disp-formula"} $$V_{d}\left( t \right) = 4V_{M}cos\left( {\omega_{\mathit{RF}}t + \varphi} \right).\left( {2.\sum\limits_{n = - \infty}^{n = + \infty}c_{n}e^{({jn\omega_{\mathit{LO}}t})}} \right) + 4V_{M}sin\left( {\omega_{\mathit{RF}}t + \varphi} \right).\left( {2.\sum\limits_{n = - \infty}^{n = + \infty}{e^{({- jn\frac{\pi}{2}})}c}_{n}e^{({jn\omega_{\mathit{LO}}t})}} \right)$$ $$V_{d}\left( t \right) = \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{\pi}V_{M}cos\left( {\left( {\omega_{\mathit{RF}} - \omega_{\mathit{LO}}} \right)t + \varphi + \frac{\pi}{4}} \right) = \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{\pi}V_{M}cos\left( {\omega_{\mathit{bb}}t + \varphi + \frac{\pi}{4}} \right)$$

Replacing $V_{M}$ by its expression [(9)](#e0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the component of the down-converted voltage at the baseband frequency $f_{\mathit{bb}}$ is obtained [(18)](#e0090){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$V_{d,f_{\mathit{bb}}}{(t)} = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\pi}\frac{R_{\mathit{RF}}cos\varphi}{{\left( {1 - \frac{T_{\mathit{LO}}}{8R_{\mathit{RF}}C_{\mathit{RF}}}} \right)Z_{\mathit{bb}} + \frac{4}{\sqrt{2}\pi}\frac{T_{\mathit{RF}}}{T_{\mathit{LO}}}R}_{\mathit{RF}}cos\varphi}V_{\mathit{bb}}{(t)}$$ $$If\mspace{900mu}\frac{T_{LO}}{8R_{\mathit{RF}}C_{\mathit{RF}}} \ll 1\mspace{900mu} and\mspace{900mu} T_{\mathit{RF}} \approx T_{\mathit{LO}}\mspace{900mu} then\mspace{900mu} V_{d,f_{\mathit{bb}}} = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\pi}\frac{R_{\mathit{RF}}cos\varphi}{{Z_{\mathit{bb}} + \frac{4}{\sqrt{2}\pi}R}_{\mathit{RF}}cos\varphi}V_{\mathit{bb}}$$

2.3. LTI equivalent circuit of the 25% duty cycle up-conversion passive mixer {#s0025}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

At baseband frequency the total input current of the up-conversion passive mixer $I_{\mathit{bb},fbb}$ ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) is given by [(20)](#e0100){ref-type="disp-formula"}. According to [(19)](#e0095){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(20)](#e0100){ref-type="disp-formula"} the input current relation can be determined as shown in the equation [(21)](#e0105){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$I_{\mathit{bb},f_{\mathit{bb}}} = \frac{V_{\mathit{bb}}{(t)} - V_{d,f_{\mathit{bb}}}{(t)}}{Z_{\mathit{bb}}}$$ $$I_{\mathit{bb},f_{\mathit{bb}}} = \frac{\frac{\sqrt{2}\pi}{4}Z_{\mathit{bb}} + \frac{1}{2}R_{\mathit{RF}}cos\varphi}{{Z_{\mathit{bb}}R}_{\mathit{RF}}cos\varphi + \frac{\sqrt{2}\pi}{4}Z_{\mathit{bb}}^{2}}V_{\mathit{bb}}$$

Using [(21)](#e0105){ref-type="disp-formula"} the expression between $V_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega_{\mathit{bb}}} \right)$ and $I_{\mathit{bb}}{(j\omega_{\mathit{bb}})}$ can be derived as follows:$$V_{\mathit{bb}}{(j\omega_{\mathit{bb}})} = \frac{{Z_{\mathit{bb}}R}_{\mathit{RF}}cos\varphi + \frac{\sqrt{2}\pi}{4}Z_{\mathit{bb}}^{2}}{\frac{\sqrt{2}\pi}{4}Z_{\mathit{bb}} + \frac{1}{2}R_{\mathit{RF}}cos\varphi}I_{\mathit{bb}}{(j\omega_{\mathit{bb}})}$$

If $R_{\mathit{RF}}\rightarrow\infty,V_{\mathit{bb}}{(j\omega_{\mathit{bb}})} = 2{{.Z}_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)I}_{\mathit{bb}}{(j\omega_{\mathit{bb}})}$. This can be explained by putting an equivalent impedance $Z_{s}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)$ in parallel with $R_{\mathit{RF}}$.

If $R_{\mathit{RF}}\rightarrow 0,V_{\mathit{bb}}{(j\omega_{\mathit{bb}})} = {Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)I}_{\mathit{bb}}{(j\omega_{\mathit{bb}})}$. This means that $R_{RF}$ is in series with $Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)$. Then we can establish in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} the linear time invariant (LTI) equivalent circuit of the differential double balanced up-conversion passive mixer shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. In this model the weighting factor ρ accounts for the conversion gain and *Z~s~* represents an additional power loss due to harmonics down-conversion from RF side to baseband side. From the equivalent circuit of [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} the voltage $V_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega_{\mathit{bb}}} \right)$ is given by [(23)](#e0115){ref-type="disp-formula"} where $Z_{\mathit{RF}} = R_{\mathit{RF}}\|\frac{1}{jC_{\mathit{RF}}\omega_{\mathit{RF}}}$.$$V_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega_{\mathit{bb}}} \right) = I_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega_{\mathit{bb}}} \right)\left\lbrack {Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right) + Z_{s}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)\|\rho Z_{\mathit{RF}}} \right\rbrack$$ $$V_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega_{\mathit{bb}}} \right) = I_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega_{\mathit{bb}}} \right)\left\lbrack \frac{{\rho Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)Z}_{\mathit{RF}} + Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)Z_{s}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right) + {\rho Z_{s}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)Z}_{\mathit{RF}}}{Z_{s}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right) + {\rho Z}_{\mathit{RF}}} \right\rbrack$$ Fig. 4Linear time invariant equivalent circuit of the 25% duty cycle up-conversion passive mixer.

The factor *ρ* and the impedance *Z~s~* can be computed as shown in [(25)](#e0125){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\rho = 0.45045cos\varphi\mspace{900mu} where\mspace{900mu} cos\varphi \neq 0\mspace{900mu} and\mspace{900mu} Z_{s}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right) = Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)$$

To get maximum power transfer between the LPF and the up-conversion mixer, the input impedance of the mixer should be matched to the output impedance of the LPF. From the equivalent circuit shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, the input impedance can be determined:$$Z_{\mathit{in}} = {V_{bb1}/I}_{\mathit{bb}} = R_{\mathit{on}} + \frac{1}{jC_{\mathit{bb}}\omega_{\mathit{bb}}} + \left\lbrack {Z_{s}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)\|\rho Z_{\mathit{RF}}{(\omega_{\mathit{RF}})}} \right\rbrack$$

We can notice that in equation [(26)](#e0130){ref-type="disp-formula"} the input impedance $Z_{\mathit{in}}$ can be tuned by changing *R~RF~*. The range is limited as shown in [(27)](#e0135){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\left| {R_{\mathit{on}} + \frac{1}{jC_{\mathit{bb}}\omega_{\mathit{bb}}}} \right| < \left| Z_{\mathit{in}} \right| < \left| {R_{\mathit{on}} + \frac{1}{jC_{\mathit{bb}}\omega_{\mathit{bb}}} + Z_{s}\left( {j\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)\|{(\frac{\rho}{jC_{\mathit{RF}}\omega_{\mathit{RF}}})})} \right|$$

This analysis will be confirmed by simulation in the next section.

2.4. Simulation results and comparison to analysis {#s0030}
--------------------------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Switching ON resistance optimization {#s0035}

In order to set the optimal size of NMOS switches that set the switching ON resistance *R~on~*, we made S-parameter simulation of the circuit of [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} using ADS (Advanced Design System) tool. [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} (a) shows S22(dB) for swept *R~on~*. From this simulation results we can observe that *R~on~* should be set greater than 34 Ω to have a good match for RF frequency between 4 and 5 GHz. To optimize the value of *R~on~* we run Harmonic Balance simulation on the up-conversion passive mixer to plot output second-order intercept point OIP2 versus *V~GS~*. A two-tone generator is applied to the baseband input. One tone at 500.5 MHz and the other at 499.5 MHz. *f~LO~* = 4 GHz and the LO duty cycle = 25%. We used 1 ps for the rise and fall time of LO signals. For TSMC 0.18um technology, the dimensions of the NMOS are W = 42.2 µm and L = 0.18 µm. The plot is shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}(b). We can see that the optimum point OIP2 = 116.6dBm is obtained for *V~GS~* = 0.76 V, this corresponds to *R~on~* = 38.3 Ω. [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} (a) shows time domain simulation results of the proposed up-conversion passive mixer with *f~LO~* set to 4 GHz, duty-cycle equals to 25% and *f~bb~* set to 500Mhz. *V~bb~, V~d~* are signals at baseband side and *V~RF~* is the up-converted signal at RF side. The mixer output power is set to −41.4dBm for *f~RF~* equals to 4.5 GHz. The up-conversion passive mixer output spectrum (VRF_spectrum) and down converted signal spectrum (Vd_spectrum) are given in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}(b).Fig. 5(a) S22 (dB) for swept R~on~ and (b) OIP2 versus V~GS.~Fig. 6(a) Time representation of *V~bb~*, *V~d~* and *V~RF~* signals, (b) Up-conversion passive mixer output spectrum (VRF_spectrum) and down converted signal spectrum (Vd_spectrum) in dBm.

The VRF_spectrum contains the RF component of interest at (*f~LO~* + *f~bb~ = 4.5* GHz), the image component at (*f~LO~*- *f~bb~ = 3.5* GHz), and the odd high order inter modulation products. Components at (*f~LO~*-3*f~bb~ = 2.5* GHz and *f~LO~* + 3*f~bb~* = 5.5 GHz) are 57 dB under the component of interest level. This up-conversion mixer performs good LO feed through rejection (at 4 GHz) with 62 dB. The down-converted voltage spectrum Vd_spectrum contains the baseband component at (*f~bb~ = 500* MHz) and both harmonics components at (3.5 GHz *+ f~LO~ =* 7.5 GHz and 4.5 GHz *+ f~LO~ =* 8.5 GHz). So the 25% duty-cycle differential double balanced passive mixer did the up-conversion correctly. Each transistor drain is biased at *V~p~* = 300 mV and without oscillator circuit the up-conversion passive mixer consumes only 5pA.

### 2.4.2. Input impedance and output impedance versus R~RF~, C~RF~ and BB_freq {#s0040}

Now we will compare input and output impedances of the LTI equivalent circuit shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and the LTV up-conversion passive mixer at LO duty cycle of 25% shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. For the LTI equivalent circuit, input and output impedances are denoted by Zinequ and Zoutequ respectively. For the LTV up-conversion passive mixer, input and output impedances are denoted by Zinupmix and Zoutupmix respectively. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} (a) shows simulation results comparing the magnitude of input and output impedances for swept *R~RF~* from 1 Ω to 40 KΩ. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}(b) presents input and output impedances for both circuit versus BB frequency.Fig. 7Zinequ, Zinupmix, Zoutequ and Zoutupmix (a) for swept R~RF~ (Ω) and (b) versus BB frequency.

We can observe that input and output impedances of the LTI equivalent circuit matches the input and output impedances of the LTV up-conversion passive mixer. This simulation proves that the LTI equivalent circuit can be used to analyze the 25% duty cycle differential up-conversion passive mixer for UWB transmitter. We will study in [Section 3](#s0045){ref-type="sec"} the LTI equivalent circuit accounting for harmonics.

3. The LTI equivalent circuit accounting for harmonics {#s0045}
======================================================

In the previous analysis, we defined the down-converted voltage *V~d~* only at baseband frequency *f~bb~.* However, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}(b) indicates that *V~d~* contains harmonics at *(2f~LO~ ± f~bb~), (2f~LO~ ± 3f~bb~), 3f~bb~,*...as well as its fundamental. Therefore, the input current *I~bb~* can be computed:$$I_{\mathit{bb}} = \frac{V_{\mathit{bb}}{(t)} - V_{d,f_{\mathit{bb}}}{(t)}}{Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( \omega_{\mathit{bb}} \right)} - \frac{V_{d,{3f}_{\mathit{bb}}}{(t)}}{Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {3\omega}_{\mathit{bb}} \right)} - \frac{V_{d,({2f}_{\mathit{LO}} \pm f_{\mathit{bb})}}{(t)}}{Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {{2\omega}_{\mathit{LO}} \pm \omega_{\mathit{bb}}} \right)} - \frac{V_{d,({2f}_{\mathit{LO}} \pm 3f_{\mathit{bb})}}{(t)}}{Z_{\mathit{bb}}\left( {{2\omega}_{\mathit{LO}} \pm {3\omega}_{\mathit{bb}}} \right)}\cdots$$

The first term at *f~bb~* represents the current coming from the LPF and the other terms represent the return current due to *V~d~*. Eq. [(28)](#e0140){ref-type="disp-formula"} show that the current *I~bb~* decreases compared to the fundamental current used in the previous analysis. Thus, the input impedance Zinupmix will increases. In order to account for the dissipation of power due to these harmonics we multiply the impedances by a factor h as shown in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} . This model presents a reasonably accurate LTI equivalent circuit of the up-conversion passive mixer accounting for harmonics.Fig. 8LTI equivalent circuit accounting for harmonics.

A comparison between conversion gain of the 25% up-conversion mixer and its LTI equivalent circuit implies that h = 2 and $\rho_{1} = 0.9cos\varphi$ where $cos\varphi \neq 0$.

3.1. Conversion gain, input and output impedances versus R~RF~ and BB_freq {#s0050}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the context of the above LTI equivalent model, [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} shows simulation results comparing the conversion gain of the LTI equivalent circuit and the LTV up-conversion passive mixer (denoted by C_Gainequ and C_Gainupmix repectively) versus BB_freq and for swept R*~RF~* accounting for harmonics*.* We can see that C_Gainequ follows closely C_Gainupmix. [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} shows Zinequ, Zinupmix, Zoutequ and Zoutupmix, versus BB_freq and versus R~RF~ accounting for harmonics. Note that Zoutequ curve follows exactly Zoutupmix for *R~RF~* between 1 Ω and 40 KΩ. However this range is limited between 1 KΩ and 40 KΩ for Zinequ and Zinupmix curves. The small difference is due NMOS transistor input parasitic capacitance and the non-zero rise and fall time of rectangular LO signals. This proves that the proposed LTI equivalent model accounting for harmonics can be used to study various design parameters of the up-conversion passive mixer with a duty cycle of 25%. When *R~RF~* vary from 1 Ω to 40 KΩ the input impedance of the up-conversion mixer increases from 20 Ω to 133.7 Ω and the output impedance from 0 Ω to 87 Ω.Fig. 9C_Gainequ and C_Gainupmix accounting for harmonics (a) versus BB_freq and (b) for swept R~RF.~Fig. 10Zinequ, Zinupmix, Zoutequ and Zoutupmix accounting for harmonics, (a) versus BB_freq, (b) versus R~RF.~

Thus, in order to match the LPF output impedance as well as the buffer input impedance, the mixer input/output impedance can be tuned by varying *R~RF~.*

3.2. Noise factor, S11 and S22 for swept R~on~ accounting for harmonics {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to reduce noise we need to reduce *R~on~* and increase *R~RF~* as shown in [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b). But this will increasing the size of the transistors and thus will increase the parasitic input capacitor of the NMOS switches. In addition it is recommended to have an impedance matching at the input and output of the up-conversion passive mixer. For this we have made S parameters simulation for several values of *R~on~* as shown in [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}(c) for S11 and [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}(d) for S22. *R~RF~* was set to 3KΩ for a noise factor of 3.36. From [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}(c, d), we deduce that *R~on~* must be less than 46 Ω to get impedances matching. In order to reduce parasitic input capacitor of the NMOS switches we choose the same dimensions of the NMOS (W = 42.2 µm and L = 0.18 µm) used in the previous simulation taking into account fundamental components only. We can see also whether these dimensions hold or not if we account for harmonics.Fig. 11(a) Noise factor for swept R~on~, (b) Noise factor for swept R~RF~, (c) S11 and (d) S22 for swept R~on~ accounting for harmonics.

3.3. Performances of the 25% duty-cycle up-conversion passive mixer {#s0060}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Now we will evaluate the performance of the up-conversion passive mixer using the dimensions of the transistors defined in the previous section. To do this, we start by evaluating OIP2 for different widths of the transistors. In the [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"} (a) we can see that the maximum of OIP2 corresponds to W = 41 µm. This value is very close to the value found in the previous section (W = 42.2 µm). This confirms that the LTI equivalent circuit model accounting for harmonics in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} can be used to find the up-conversion passive mixer design parameters. [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows the plot of mixer output power (Pout) versus baseband input power (Pbb). The mixer input-referred 1 dB compression point IP~1-dB~ = 8.818 dBm and output-referred 1 dB compression point OP~1-dB~ = 3.912 dBm. To choose the optimized value of the capacitor C~RF~, the simulation of the conversion gain as a function of C~RF~ was carried out and presented in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}(c). It is clear that the maximum gain corresponds to C~RF~ equal to 0.18 pF. For this value the up-conversion passive mixer achieves a conversion gain greater than −3.68 dB for any input power lower than 8 dBm.Fig. 12(a) OIP2 versus NMOS width, (b) OP~1-dB~ and (c) Gain versus input power Pbb for swept C~RF~ (pF).

When we studied the up-conversion passive mixer circuit we assumed that all switches exhibit identical characteristics and bias. In reality NMOS transistors used in this up-conversion mixer are not perfectly matched or balanced. They exhibit voltage threshold (V~th~) and W/L ratio mismatch caused by wire bonding variation and process tolerance. V~th~ depends on the doping levels in the channel and the gate, and these levels vary randomly from one transistor to another [@b0080]. V~th~ mismatch lead to DC offset at the circuit nodes. First this may drive the stages of the circuit into nonlinear operation or saturation. Second this will produce some LO to RF, LO to BB and BB to RF feedthrough. Since this up-conversion mixer is based on identical NMOS transistors connected to achieve a double balanced differential structure, it is important to evaluate its inter modulation distortion performance as well as its isolation between ports in case of voltage threshold mismatch.

[Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"} presents the simulation of OIP2 and output third-order intercept point OIP3 as a function of the variation of Vth (Vth_mismatch) of one of the mixer switches. We can see that OIP2 degrades quickly from 116.7dBm to 45.92dBm (for Vth_mismatch = 0.2 V) and to 43dBm (for Vth_mismatch = −0.2 V). On the other hand OIP3 decreases slowly from 15.9dBm to 15.44dBm (for Vth_mismatch = 0.2 V) and to 14dBm (for Vth_mismatch = −0.2 V). [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"} (a) presents the simulation results of leakage between mixer ports without mismatch for an UWB output power of −41.4dBm. The up-conversion passive mixer achieves a BB_RF isolation = −56.4 dB, LO_RF isolation = −106 dB and LO_BB isolation = −154.9 dB. With Vth_mismatch = 60 mV [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows the isolation between ports as follow: BB_RF isolation = −45.dB, LO_RF isolation = −51.9 dB and LO_BB isolation = −136.1 dB. The presence of LO component is due to bias mismatch between NMOS gates in the mixer. Therefore the OIP2 and LO_RF isolation of this up-conversion passive mixer are sensitive to Vth variation. But for Vth_mismatch variation of ± 60 mV the OIP3 is almost constant around 15.9dBm, OIP2 is higher than 57dBm and LO_RF isolation is less than −51.9 dB. Those values are good enough for linearity and ports isolation performances of the differential up-conversion passive mixer with duty cycle of 25%. However, LO signals should be designed low phase-noise and a careful balanced layout of the up-conversion mixer must be done to maintain balanced operation.Fig. 13OIP2 and OIP3 versus Vth_mismatch.Fig. 14Isolation between ports (a) without mismatch, (b) with Vth_mismatch = 60 mV.

4. Implication of LTI equivalent circuit for design of passive mixer-based transmitter {#s0065}
======================================================================================

The above analysis aims to offer an equivalent LTI circuit as close as possible to a real differential up-conversion passive mixer with LO duty cycle = 25% for UWB transmitter. The accuracy verification of the proposed LTI model was done using the simulation results of input and output impedances as well as the conversion gain shown in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}. The resulting curves matches those found with LTV up-conversion passive mixer which clearly shows that the LTI model is equivalent to the actual circuit. The model proposed in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} takes into account LO and BB harmonics, mixer input AC coupling capacitors Cbb, filter output impedance and buffer input impedance. This model is the result of analysis based on time domain equations to capture transient effects. In the simulation we used a nonzero LO rise and fall times. The maximum conversion gain is −3.68 dB. Compared to the study carried out in [@b0070], the authors used a purely capacitive output load, they neglected the effect of input AC coupling capacitors and they assumed the LO clocks are ideal with 25% duty-cycles and zero rise and fall times.

They find a maximum conversion gain of −13 dB. One implication of having this LTI equivalent model is that designers will quickly define the reachable design space from the constraints on the performance of the mixer. Thus allowing to optimize components sizes of the up-conversion passive mixer. Using the simple LTI equivalent circuit, we can see how each design parameters impacts critical performance of the up-conversion passive mixer like input/output matching, linearity, noise and power consumption.

Another implication is that both LTI equivalent circuit of the 25% duty cycle up-conversion passive mixer in [Figs. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} can be used for different values of BB_freq, R~RF~, C~RF~, R~lpf~ and R~on~. For medical applications using devices worn by patients and powered by battery, the transmitter must be low power. For this, the proposed mixer is the best candidate thanks to its negligible power consumption. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} presents the key performances of the proposed differential 25% duty-cycle up-conversion passive mixer and compare them with published works. The proposed up-conversion passive mixer performs higher OIP3 than works in [@b0085], [@b0090], [@b0095], [@b0100], [@b0105] while consuming only 1.5pW. Regarding conversion gain this work obtains −3.68 dB. This value is greater than the gains from passive mixers published in [@b0065], [@b0095]. This up-conversion passive mixer achieves the best ports isolation performances.Table 1Summary of the mixer performances and comparison with reported state of the art designs.[@b0065][@b0085][@b0090][@b0095][@b0100][@b0105][@b0110]This workFrequency (GHz)0.402--0.40618--282.4/5.70.9100.4343.1--10.63--5Conv-Gain (dB)−5−2; 0.71.5/−0.2−3.715.4--−3.68OIP3 (dBm)233; 5.812/1313.313.67.1--15.9OP~1-dB~ (dBm)--−7; −5.2−10.5/−95.3−6.2−0.5−213.912Noise Figure (dB)------4----5.2Technology0.5 µm0.13 µm0.35 µm0.18 µm0.032 µm0.13 µm0.18 µm0.18 µmSupply Voltage (V)3.31.233.30.91.21.81.8Chip area0.135 mm^2^0.47 mm^2^1.1 mm^2^0.643 mm^2^0.086 mm^2^0.6 mm^2^0.02 mm^2^--P~DC~23.1 mW8 mW45 mW29.7 mW15.4 mW0.71 mW (mixer only)2.4 mW1.5 pW (mixer only)LO-RF Isolation (dB)−24−30----------−106

5. Conclusion {#s0070}
=============

We have presented analysis and simulation of a differential up-conversion passive mixer with 25% duty cycle intended to be used in UWB transmitter for WBAN sensor node. We proposed an equivalent LTI model of this mixer then we studied the implication of this model in the design. After that we analyzed the influence of the different design parameters on linearity, conversion gain and noise figure. We studied the impact of voltage threshold mismatch on linearity and ports isolation performances. Using the results found in this paper, RF circuit designers can quickly optimize the different parameters of the up-conversion passive mixer without going through time consuming transient simulations. This results in a guidance for optimizing low power UWB transmitter performance for WBAN applications. In particular this UWB transmitter can be used to design wireless sensors worn by corona virus patients thereby limiting patient-to-caregiver contact.
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